AGENDA
Wednesday, December 13, 2017
Colorado Aeronautics Division – Joseph H. Thibodeau Room
5126 Front Range Parkway – Watkins, CO 80137
Work Session: 11:00 A.M – Lunch: Noon – General Meeting 1:00 P.M.

STRATEGIC PLAN WORK SESSION – 11:00 A.M.
LUNCH - Noon
PLEDGE OF ALLEGIANCE – 1:00 P.M.
1. CALL TO ORDER
2. INTRODUCTION OF NEW CAB MEMBER CHARLES MYERS
3. APPROVAL OF MEETING MINUTES
3.1. September 20, 2017

Action Needed

4. AMENDMENTS TO THE AGENDA
5. BOARD MEMBER REPORTS
6. PUBLIC COMMENTS
7. DIRECTOR’S REPORT – David Ulane
8. CDOT/CAB/DIVISION MOU REVIEW – David Ulane
9. FINANCIAL UPDATE
9.1. Financial Dashboard – Bryce Shuck
9.2. Grant Administrative Update – Todd Green
10. MEADOW LAKE AIRPORT RUNWAY 2018/2019 PROJECT UPDATE –Todd Green
11. REMOTE TOWER PROJECT UPDATE – Bill Payne
12. LEGISLATIVE ISSUES
13. PROPOSED CALENDAR
13.1.
13.2.

Monday, January 22, 2018 – 10:00 A.M. – CAB General Meeting – Winter CAOA-Brown Palace – Denver, CO
Wednesday, April 11, 2018 – Time TBD – 2018 Grant Hearings – Colorado Springs Municipal Airport

14. OTHER MATTERS BY PUBLIC & MEMBERS
15. EXECUTIVE SESSION
14.1. Motion to Enter Executive Session & Dismiss the Public

Action Needed

“Executive Session of Colorado Aeronautical Board to discuss Personnel Matters (Finalization of Director’s
Annual Performance Review). Executive Session will be held pursuant to C.R.S. 24-72-204 (3) (a) and
Colorado Department of Transportation Procedural Directive 4.1 (6) (c).”
14.2 Motion to Exit Executive Session & Invite the Public to Return to the Meeting

Action Needed

16. ADJOURNMENT
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MINUTES
Board Meeting
Wednesday, September 20, 2017 | 1:00 pm
Greeley-Weld County Airport Terminal
600 Airport Road #A - Greeley, CO 80631
Greeley-Weld County Airport Authority Conference Room
MEMBERS PRESENT:
Ray Beck
Ann Beardall
Jeff Forrest
Robert Olislagers
Joe Rice

Chairman
Vice-Chair

via Telephone

MEMBERS ABSENT & EXCUSED:
John Reams

Secretary

OTHERS PRESENT:
David Ulane
Todd Green
Shahn Sederberg
Bryce Shuck
Scott Storie
Kaitlyn Westendorf
Casey Adamson
Kate Andrus
Jared Bass
Gary Cyr
Jake Hoban
Jason Licon
Leo Milan
Cruz Moncivais Jr.
Bill Payne
Brad Rolf
John Rostas
Dave Ruppel
Bill Totten
Carrie Truschke
Katelyn Watson
Lauren Wiarda
Jen Wolchansky

CDOT - Division of Aeronautics Director
CDOT - Division of Aeronautics
CDOT - Division of Aeronautics
CDOT - Division of Aeronautics
CDOT - Division of Aeronautics
CDOT - Division of Aeronautics
DOWL
Mead & Hunt
Dibble
Greeley-Weld County Airport
Armstrong Consultants
Northern Colorado Regional Airport
Office of the State Attorney General
Greely-Weld County Airport Authority Board
William E Payne & Associates
Mead & Hunt
Armstrong Consultants
Front Range Airport
Colorado Pilots Association
Applied Pavement Technology
Aviation Management Consulting Group
Mead & Hunt
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Pledge of Allegiance
1. CALL TO ORDER
Meeting commenced at 1:00 pm.
2. APPROVAL OF MEETING MINUTES
Joe Rice made the MOTION to approve the minutes from June 8, 2017 and Jeff Forrest seconded.
Robert Olislagers abstained from the vote as he was not at that meeting.
The MOTION carried unanimously.
3. AMENDMENTS TO THE AGENDA
There were no amendments to the agenda. Joe Rice made the MOTION to approve the
agenda as presented and Robert Olislagers seconded.
The MOTION carried unanimously.
4. BOARD MEMBER REPORTS
Joe Rice had nothing to report. Ann Beardall mentioned several upcoming events including the
Colorado Pilots Association (CPA) fly-in that will take place in Paonia, the Pikes Peak airshow to
take place in Colorado Springs, Girls in Aviation Day to be held at the Rocky Mountain
Metropolitan Airport, a Colorado Aviation Business Association (CABA) educational seminar at
Centennial Airport, and Erie Municipal Airport's haunted hangar. Robert Olislagers spoke briefly
about the successful completion of the runway project at Centennial Airport as well as several
events held at the airport over the last year raising $2.8M for charity. Robert also mentioned the
ongoing Metroplex project, legislative pursuits regarding the local collection of sales tax on
aviation fuels, and the upcoming 50th anniversary of Centennial Airport to be held May 25th with
keynote speaker Sully Sullenberger. Jeff Forrest had nothing to report. Ray Beck thanked the
staff for the success of the Colorado Aeronautical Board (CAB) and staff workshop which took
place from 8:00 am to 12:00 pm that morning. Ray spoke briefly about his visits to a seaplane
splash-in event at Kenney Reservoir as well as a hang gliding event at Dinosaur National Park. He
also mentioned his and Joe Rice's recent attendance at the Club 20 fall conference in Grand
Junction and an upcoming educational UAS workshop to be held in Craig.
5. PUBLIC COMMENTS
There were no public comments.
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Gary Cyr took a moment to thank the CAB and Division staff for utilizing the Greeley airport for
this meeting. Gary also spoke briefly about the recent and successful completion of the Runway
17/35 rehabilitation project funded in part by a grant from the Division.
7. DIRECTOR’S REPORT
David Ulane summarized recent Division activities documented in the Director's Report section of
the CAB packet. He mentioned the progress on the Division’s strategic planning effort, thanked
the committee members for their involvement, and announced that new Mission and Vision
statements have been developed for the CAB's approval. David stated that Tonya Hill will be
filling the vacant Accounting/Administrative Tech position and her first day will be October 2nd.
He provided an update on the selection process for the vacant Planner position and that it is
expected to be filled in the coming weeks. Dave mentioned that with Christine Eldridge's recent
retirement she was being recognized for her 28 years of service to the state, 10 of which were
with the Division, although she was not able to be present a plaque and sign would be presented
to her at a later date. David provided an update regarding the sharing of the Division's WIMS
program and through efforts of coordination with the Governor's Office of Information Technology
(OIT) and the Attorney General’s office he expected to begin sharing it with South Carolina
Aeronautics Commission by the end of October. David referenced a letter included in the CAB
packet that was signed by several agencies and submitted to the FAA in support of including valid
Visual Flight Rules (VFR) weather information into their weather dissemination system. David
spoke of a recent interview he gave along with Jason Licon for a series of podcasts produced by
CABA to highlight the value of airports and aviation throughout Colorado. He had a quarterly
meeting with the Colorado Airport Operators Association (CAOA) on September 6th where they
discussed the ongoing development of state grant assurances, grant funding levels, and
opportunities to partner on providing training for airport staff throughout the state. David
recently attended a Chaffee County UAS event for operators focused on opportunities to utilize
UAS for search and rescue operations. David and Todd Green attended the National Association of
State Aviation Officials (NASAO) annual conference In Fairhope, Alabama from September 10th
thru 13th. David also summarized a meeting he attended in Durango along with CDOT's High
Performance Transportation Enterprise Division (HPTE) to discuss the possibility of public-private
partnerships (P3) at airports. Lastly, David mentioned the upcoming annual CIP workshop will
take place at Front Range Airport on Thursday, October 12th.
8. FINANCIAL UPDATE
8.1 Financial Update Dashboard
Bryce Shuck referred to a series of fiscal year end financial slides that were provided to the Board
in their packets. He said that our FY17 ending cash balance for the month of June was -$2.4M.
FY17 budgeted revenue was originally $17M, this revenue forecast was adjusted throughout the
year with the most recent set at $23M in February, current FY17 year end numbers show revenue
was $23.9M. Bryce said that the sales tax revenues for June were $1.69M, which was for April
filings and refunds totalled $1.23M, which was for March filings. Excise revenues for June were
$184K, which was for April filings. Excise refunds totalled $169K, which was for March filings.
Bryce said that the gallons of fuel used at DEN for June was a new record high at 41.2M gallons,
compared to May where 37M gallons were used. He added that year over year, there was an
increase of 2.3M gallons used, for a 6% increase. The FY17 year end Administrative Budget ended
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at $916K which represents 86% of the $1.066M cap. The anticipated Division's recovery
a 3.1
Agendato
Item
positive cash position is expected between January and March of 2018.
Bryce next referred to a second series of financial slides for FY18 financials to date. He said that
the monthly ending cash balance in August was -$970K, down from the -1.2M ending cash balance
in July. Budgeted revenues for FY18 are $23.5M and we are tracking on this forecast with no need
to update at this time and to date we have $3.9M in revenue. Bryce said that our sales tax
revenues for August were $1.86M, which was for June filings and refunds totalled $1.1M, which
was for May filings. Excise revenues for August were $211K, which was for June filings. Excise
refunds totalled $215K, which was for May filings. Bryce said that the gallons of fuel used at DEN
for August came in at 40.8M gallons compared to the gallons of fuel used at DEN for July of 42.5M
gallons. He added that year over year, there was an increase of 1M gallons used, for a 6%
increase. The year to date costs of our Administrative Budget equal $145K and with our yearly
projected totals, we are on track to spend $1M, below this year's 5% cap of $1.81M.
David Ulane gave a breif summary of the Momeorandum of Understanding (MOU) between the
Division, CAB, and CDOT's Division of Accounitng and Finance (DAF) which the Division has been
operating under since 2015 with the recovery of the Aviaiotn Fund.
8.2 Grant Administrative Amendments
Todd Green said that the Eagle County Airport (EGE) applied for and was approved for internship
grant funding in the amount of $12,480, which represents half of the $16 an hour wage for a nine
month long internship. Todd also mentioned that an amendment was made to a grant for
Northern Colorado Regional Airport (FNL) in order to align previously approved state grant funds
with the associated FAA grant, narrowing the previous two scopes of work to one, no additional
funding was requested.
9. DEN SURPLUS SALE 2017 UPDATE
Kaitlyn Westendorf said that 15 airports attended the sale and 13 airports purchased 15 pieces of
equipment for a total state share of funding in the amount of $228,750. She mentioned there was
not as much euipment available at this sale due to timing on the replacement of equipment at
DEN, but that another sale would take place In February once the remaining equipment becomes
available. She also mentioned the recent expansion of the surplus program to include the sale of
equipment from other airports as well.
10. 17-EIK-01 SCOPE OF WORK REQUEST
Todd Green explained that the Erie Municipal Airport (EIK) was requesting CAB approval for an
amendment to an existing grant. The request was to utilize $2,943 of unused grant funds from
EIK's 2016 grant and to add it by amendment to their 2017 grant. The reason for the request was
to match additional FAA funding needed for a pavement maintenance project that ended up
costing more than the anticipated.
Robert Olislagers made the MOTION to approve additional funding in the amount of $2,943 and
Jeff Forrest seconded.
The MOTION carried unanimously.
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11. WIMS SHARING UPDATE

Todd Green described the Division's efforts to share our WIMS program with other states. He said
that we anticipate being ready to begin sharing the software program with South Carolina in the
coming weeks. He also mentioned that there are up to 11 other states currently interested in the
possibility of utilizing the WIMS program.
12. MISSION & VISION STATEMENT APPROVAL
David Ulane presented a new Division Mission statement created through the ongoing Division
strategic planning effort for CAB approval. David read "The mission of the CDOT Division of
Aeronautics is to support Colorado’s multi-modal transportation system by advancing a safe,
efficient, and effective state-wide air and space system through collaboration, investment, and
advocacy."
Robert Olislagers made the MOTION to approve the Mission statement and Jeff Forrest seconded.
The MOTION carried unanimously.
David Ulane presented a new Division Vision statement created through the ongoing Division
strategic planning effort for CAB approval. David read "The vision of the CDOT Division of
Aeronautics is to be the leading state aviation organization by enhancing the efficiency, economic
benefit, and sustainability of Colorado’s air and space system through funding, innovation,
education, and pioneering initiatives.
Robert Olislagers made the MOTION to approve the Vision statement and Jeff Forrest seconded.
The MOTION carried unanimously.
13. 2018 CAB PROPOSED MEETING CALENDAR
Kaitlyn Westendorf presented the 2018 CAB meeting calendar for approval.
Jeff Forrest made the MOTION to approve the 2018 CAB meeting calendar and Robert Olislagers
seconded.
The MOTION carried unanimously.
14. REMOTE TOWER PROJECT UPDATE
Bill Payne summarized recent progress on the remote tower project. He mentioned that Concept
of Operations documents provided by Searidge Technologies are being reviewed and a preliminary
design review meeting will occur next week in Ottawa. He is hopeful that equipment will be
installed later this year with passive testing to begin next spring or summer, and active testing to
begin shortly thereafter. Bill said that part of the testing process is to have a mobile tower
installed at Northern Colorado Regional Airport (FNL) test site. David Ulane mentioned his
satisfaction with the progress of the project since the recent selection of Searidge Technologies as
the contractor. David, Bill and Jason Licon will be attending and giving a presentation with
Searidge on this project at the Air Traffic Control Association (ATCA) annual conference in
Washington D.C. in the coming weeks. David also mentioned the continuing efforts toward
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federal legislation and policy in order to make remote towers eligible for funding under
Agenda the
Item 3.1
Federal Contract Tower (FCT) Program. David and Shahn Sederberg will be working with Searidge
to create and manage a project specific website to share information on the project. Jason Licon
gave a brief update, thanked everyone for their support of the project and mentioned his
excitement on the progress on the project.
15. LEGISLATIVE ISSUES
David Ulane mentioned that CABA was successful in getting legislature approval for a Support
Aviation license plate which will become available In September of 2018. He also mentioned that
the seaplane initiative in Colorado is planning to bring legislation again to open state waterways
for seaplane access. Robert Olislagers spoke briefly about CABA's efforts to bring legislation to
amend the Colorado aircraft sales and use tax exemption to not only exempt commercial air
carrier aircraft, but to also include an exemption for Part 135 on-demand charter aircraft. Robert
also mentioned efforts at Centennial Airport, to require the Colorado Department of Revenue
(DOR) to identify and separate local sales tax collections on aviation fuels. He mentioned local
agencies are collecting tax revenue on the sale of aviation fuels and using them for non-aviation
purposes in violation of federal law, an issue not only facing Centennial Airport, but other airports
as well. He mentioned that solutions moving forward may be to stop the collection of such local
taxes on aviation fuels which are not used for aviation purposes, or to otherwise develop the
ability to identify and return these taxes to airports for aviation use. David Ulane also mentioned
that in 2015 the Colorado Department of Local Affairs (DOLA) did send a reminder to local taxing
agencies throughout the state reminding them of federal aviation revenue use policy, and will be
doing so again soon.
16. PROPOSED CALENDAR
The next scheduled CAB meeting will take place on Wednesday, December 13th at 1:00 pm at the
Division offices in Watkins. The following meeting will take place on Monday, January 22nd 2018
at a time and location to be determined in conjunction with the Winter CAOA conference.
17. OTHER MATTERS BY PUBLIC & MEMBERS
There were no other matters presented from the public, nor members of the board.
18. EXECUTIVE SESSION
Ray Beck said he would entertain a MOTION to enter into Executive Session, pursuant to C.R.S.
24-72-204 (3) (a) and Colorado Department of Transportation Procedural Directive 4.1(6) (c), to
discuss Personnel Matters in relation to the Division Director's annual performance review.
Robert Olislagers made the MOTION to enter into Executive Session and Joe Rice seconded.
The MOTION carried unanimously.
The Board entered into Executive Session at 2:45 pm and the public and staff were dismissed.
Jeff Forrest made the MOTION to exit the Executive Session and Joe Rice seconded.
The MOTION carried unanimously.
19. ADJOURNMENT
The meeting adjourned at 3:30 pm.
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5126 Front Range Parkway
Watkins, CO 80137

Division Director's Report
December 13, 2017
________________________________________________________________________________

Recent Activities/Items


Strategic Plan Update- On November 27th, the Strategic Planning Committee held its
seventh and final meeting, hosted by Jeff Forrest at MSU Denver. At this meeting, the group
refined and prioritized the Goals and Objectives that were developed during previous
meetings, as an outcome of the strengths, weaknesses, opportunities and threats analysis
that provided the foundation for the plan. At this CAB meeting, we will hold a workshopstyle review of the complete strategic plan and the resultant goals and objectives (included
in your CAB packet). Following that review, staff’s intent is to bring the final full Strategic
Plan to the CAB’s January meeting for official adoption. Doing so at the CAOA conference in
front of a larger audience will provide broader exposure and transparency about the plan,
and our focus going forward.



State Aviation System Plan (SASP)/Economic Impact Study (EIS) RFQ Update- The request for
qualifications announcement for our SASP/EIS was published on November 30th, both online on
CDOT’s procurement website, and nationally in the American Association of Airport Executives
(AAAE) weekly Airport Report newsletter. Responses to the RFQ will be due on December 21st. The
consultant selection committee has also been confirmed, and will consist of:
o Robert Olislagers, CAB
o David Ulane, Division of Aeronautics
o Scott Storie, Division of Aeronautics
o Jason Licon, CAOA
o Jeannette Hillaire, Manager of Planning, Denver International Airport
o Kenny Maenpa, Director, Telluride Regional Airport
Once responses to the RFQ are received, the committee will evaluate the proposals, rank the firms,
and then likely conduct in person interviews with the top ranked proposers. Following the selection
of a top ranked firm, negotiation of a final scope of work and fee will occur, followed by the FAA
required independent fee estimate, a step used to ensure the consultant’s proposed fees are fair
and reasonable. Following that, a contract will be executed, and work will get underway.



CAB Member Reappointments and New Member- This December, the initial three year
terms for CAB members Joe Rice, Ann Beardall and Robert Olislagers are up, and I’m pleased
to inform the rest of the CAB that all three applied for reappointment. On December 1,
Governor Hickenlooper formally reappointed all three to the CAB, appointments that will
again require senate confirmation once the 2018 legislative session is underway.
Concurrently, the Governor appointed Charles “Chic” Myers to fill the Eastern Plains position
to which Steve Ducoff was appointed to prior to his untimely passing (this term expires
December 2018). Mr. Myers is an alternate member of the Colorado Springs Airport Advisory
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Commission, and is President of Executive Aviation Serviceshttp://www.execairservices.com/index.php/about-us.
We look forward to welcoming Chic as our new CAB member, and will be working closely
with him to get him up to speed on our programs, policies and procedures.


WIMS Sharing Initiative- As approved by the CAB last year, Program Manager Todd Green
has been working closely with the Governor’s Office of Information Technology to package
and prepare our Web-Based Information Management system for other states. A signficant
part of this effort included coordination with the state’s attorney general’s office to develop
and approve the end-user license agreement (EULA) that receiving states will be required to
execute as a condition of receiving our WIMS platform. Thanks to those efforts, we’re
pleased to announce that South Carolina has officialy become the first state we’ve shared
WIMS with, and we’re working on a joint media release.



February DEN Surplus Equipment Sale- Normally, we hold one Denver International Airport
(DEN) surplus equipment sale each year, typically in August. This year, however, DEN did
not receive several pieces of planned new snow removal equipment (SRE) in time to include
surplused equipment in this past August’s sale. To that end, DEN has graciously agreed to
hold another sale in February, with the intent to help us place some of the surplused SRE
with other airports so they can be deployed for at least part of this winter season. Kaitlyn
will brief you all on the latest at our meeting, including our ongoing efforst to include
equipment from other airports in future equipment sales. As always, we truly value and
appreciate our great relationship with DEN, and their oustanding support of this program.



2018 Airport Directory and 2018/2019 Aeronautical
Chart- As happens every year at this time, Shahn and
the airport planners are working together to update the
2019 airport directory, which last year we started doing
on an annual, rather than a bi-annual basis. We’re also
updating our Colorado Aeronautical Chart, which we
continue to update on a bi-annual basis, since the
information on that product does not change as
frequently. We hear repeatedly from pilots across the
country that the chart and directory are two of our most
valued products, and we’re looking forward to
publishing them in January. At right is the cover for this
year’s Aeronautical Chart- the directory cover is still in
progress!



AAAE UAS Integration Conference- From December 4th
through the 5th, I attended the American Association of
Airport Executives (AAAE) UAS Integration Conference in
Los Angeles. This valuable two day conference covered
a wide variety of UAS topics, including current risk and
legal issues, airport integration challenges, and the
latest developments in UAS mobility technology. As we
work to support CDOT’s use of UAS statewide, and think about future UAS integration
opportunities with our remote tower project, this was a timely and valuable event.
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November Remote Tower Update- As always, the WEPA monthly report on our remote
tower project at FNL is included in this month’s CAB packet. However, this month’s report
includes a number of very preliminary draft technical documents that have been prepared by
Searidge, including operational and maintenance training courses, system specifications and
a commercial instruction book. Collectively, these documents run more than 125 pages, so
they are not included in your packet. If you’re interested in reviewing these documents, you
can view them at the link below. Again, please keep in mind these are all very early drafts
and will be subject to significant and frequent revision going forward.
https://www.dropbox.com/sh/ducetn245ihnvj2/AADvQvQX8rJy5Ab1krasZTgIa?dl=0



2018 CAB Legislative Resolution- In January, I’d like to have the CAB again review and
adopt a legislative position resolution on key aviation issues facing Colorado. On the federal
level, I expect that many of our perennial issues will again be on our radar for 2018,
including multi-year FAA reauthorization, flight officer qualification rules (pilot shortage),
efforts to spin off air traffic control from FAA, and efforts to modernize the passenger
facility charge. At the state level, the seaplane initiative will be continuing their efforts to
open some state waters to seaplanes. Additionally, a new state-level effort is being led this
legislative session by the Colorado Aviation Business Association (CABA), which is working on
legislation to expand the existing aircraft sales and use tax exemption to include on-demand
air carrier aircraft. CABA Vice Chair Chris Swathwood will be at our meeting to provide more
information. For reference, I’ve attached the CAB’s adopted 2017 legislative resolution.

Upcoming Events/Division Engagements
Dec 13-

December CAB Meeting- Aeronautics Offices/Watkins

Jan 22-23

CAOA Winter Legislative Conference/CAB Meeting- Brown Palace Denver

Jan 22-

January CAB Meeting- Brown Palace Denver (10:00 a.m.)

Feb (TBD)-

Denver International Airport Surplus Equipment Sale
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AERONAUTICAL BOARD RESOLUTION 2017-01
A RESOLUTION OUTLINING THE 2017 LEGISLATIVE POSITIONS OF THE COLORADO AERONAUTICAL BOARD
WHEREAS, the State of Colorado has acknowledged that there exists a need to promote the safe operation and
accessibility of general aviation and intrastate commercial aviation in this state; that improvement of general
aviation and intrastate commercial aviation transportation facilities will promote diversified economic development
across the state; and that accessibility to airport facilities for residents of this state is crucial in the event of a
medical or other type of emergency (C.R.S. 43-10-101); and
WHEREAS, the Colorado Aeronautical Board (Board) is charged with establishing policies for the growth and
development of aviation in the state (C.R.S. 43-10-105 (1) (d); and
WHEREAS, Colorado’s system of 74 public use airports, including 60 public use general aviation airports are critical to
the transportation, economic development, emergency response and other needs of communities of all sizes across
Colorado; and
WHEREAS, the recent practice of reauthorizing FAA through multiple short term continuing resolutions has created
financial, construction and administrative inefficiencies for Colorado airport projects, underscoring the need for
consistent, multi-year funding of the Federal Aviation Administration’s (FAA) and its Airport Improvement Program,
which is critical to the efficient maintenance, improvement and future development of Colorado’s airport system;
and
WHEREAS, Colorado’s commercial service airports rely on a variety of critical infrastructure improvement funding
sources, including the existing Passenger Facility Charge (PFC), the cap on which has not been adjusted for increasing
construction costs or inflation in over 16 years; and
WHEREAS, PFC’s are one of the most efficient local funding mechanisms for commercial service airport
infrastructure, the Board supports modernization of the existing PFC program to help Colorado’s commercial service
airports meet their burgeoning infrastructure needs; and
WHEREAS, FAA air carrier flight crew qualification rules were revised in 2013, an unintended consequence of which
has been, in part, challenges in the supply of qualified air carrier flight crews, and resultant reduced commercial air
service to some Colorado communities; and
WHEREAS, the Board encourages and supports the continued evaluation and rationalization of FAA pilot qualification
rules to ensure that both aviation safety and commercial air service can be sustained across the state; and
WHEREAS, the Board believes that oversight, regulation and further development of our nation’s Air Traffic Control
system is best accomplished by maintaining FAA and Congressional oversight rather than transferring control to a
private board or entity which might have authority over funding mechanisms, taxes and fees- functions best
administered by the FAA, which is a governmental body whose direct oversight by Congress best insures its
efficiency, responsiveness, and accountability; and
WHEREAS, the Board recognizes the importance of all sectors of aviation to Colorado’s multi-modal transportation
system, including seaplanes, and supports seaplane access to waters within Colorado consistent with efforts to
ensure safe multiple use and mitigation of the impacts of invasive species; and
WHEREAS, the Board supports and promotes aviation across Colorado, and encourages the initiative to create a new
“Support Aviation” motor vehicle license plate in the state.
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NOW, THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED that the Colorado Aeronautical Board hereby expresses its support of multi-year
FAA Reauthorization, increased AIP funding, modernization of the existing PFC program, continued evaluation of
airline flight crew training requirements to ensure both aviation safety and small community air service, and state
level initiatives to allow seaplane access to state waters and to create a new “Support Aviation” license plate; but
stridently opposes any effort to privatize or otherwise separate air traffic control functions from FAA.
BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED that the Board authorizes the Director of the Division of Aeronautics to execute any
instruments necessary to effectuate and communicate this Resolution.
RESOLVED, PASSED AND ADOPTED this 23rd day of January, 2017 in Denver, Colorado

________________________________
David R. Ulane, Director
CDOT-Aeronautics Division

________________________________
Ray Beck, Chairman
Colorado Aeronautical Board
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5126 Front Range Parkway
Watkins, CO 80137

TO:
FROM:
DATE:
SUBJECT:

Colorado Aeronautical Board
David Ulane, Director
December 13, 2017
2017 CAB/CDOT/Aeronautics Memorandum of Understanding
(MOU) Update

___________________________________________________________________________________________

As you all know, the Division continues to operate under our short-term loan from the
State Controller’s Office and the associated Memorandum of Understanding (MOU)
between the CAB, the Division and CDOT, which remains in effect until we recover to
a positive financial position. While the MOU required only one formal review in
November of 2015, you’ll recall that we committed to reviewing the MOU annually
each November as long as it remains in effect. Attached is this year’s update, which
follows the same format as the 2016 update. For each section of the MOU, we have
included an update (in blue) on how each section is being addressed, including the
input of all parties to the MOU.
In summary, all parties continue to adhere collaboratively and cooperatively to the
MOU, and beyond the near-completion of the Division Strategic Plan, there are no
major revisions or updates in this year’s update.
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MEMORANDUM OF UNDERSTANDING
November 30, 2017 Status Update
For Intergovernmental Collaboration between the Colorado Department of Transportation and the
Colorado Aeronautical Board regarding the Operations of the Division of Aeronautics
This Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) is hereby entered into by:
The Colorado Department of Transportation (CDOT)
The Division of Aeronautics (Division)
Colorado Aeronautical Board (CAB)
PURPOSE
It is the intent of this MOU to more clearly define collaboration and coordination between CDOT and its
Division of Aeronautics in order to achieve the goals of the Division, CDOT and the Colorado
Aeronautical Board.
This MOU is effective May 1, 2015 and will be reviewed on November 1, 2015.
GOALS
In meeting these purposes, four goals have been identified:
1. Ensure that the Director of Aeronautics and the CDOT Executive Director have the collaborative
working relationship required to provide the strategic support necessary for the programs directed
by the CAB.
2. Ensure that Aeronautics has all the tools and resources to meet the financial management needs of
the programs directed by the CAB.
3. Enable the Division of Accounting and Finance (DAF) to give direct assurances to the Executive
Director and the CAB that the finances of the programs as directed by the CAB are being
properly managed. It is not the intent of these procedures to alter the accountabilities of either
division to the CAB or the Colorado Transportation Commission.
4. Enable Aeronautics to effectively coordinate and refine communications with stakeholders, the
public and media about programs directed by the CAB.
The following outline the expectations between CDOT and Aeronautics to improve collaboration and
coordination, better define CDOT’s administrative oversight, and enhance communication to the CAB,
stakeholders and the public:
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OFFICE OF THE EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR WILL:
1. Provide administrative oversight of the Director of Aeronautics including review of annual
strategic plan, development and review of divisional performance metrics and discussion of
program issues or policy recommendations to the CAB.
In place and ongoing. The Division has been developing a collaborative strategic plan in
consultation with staff, FAA, the CAB and our aviation stakeholders. To date, the plan has
resulted in new Division mission, vision and values statements, with final near-term goals and
objectives and a work plan anticipated to be finalized in December 2017.
2. Include the Director of Aeronautics in CDOT’s senior management team structure including
participation in regular meetings and policy discussions to facilitate integrated multi-modal
transportation planning and program implementation.
Complete- the Director has been regularly attending weekly EMT meetings in person.
Additionally, the Director has during the past year been appointed to CDOT’s Efficiency and
Accountability Committee, providing additional interaction with elected officials, CDOT leaders
and other industry professionals.
3. Conduct regular performance reviews of the Director of Aeronautics and report to the Chair of
the CAB, who will also conduct their own performance review of the Director of Aeronautics.
In place and ongoing- The Executive Director conducted his most recent performance review
with the Director on October 10, 2017, and communicated the results of that review to the Chair
of the CAB. Additionally, the CAB conducted its formal performance review of the Director on
September 20, 2017 and communicated their results to the Executive Director.
4. Coordinate with the CAB in the hiring of the permanent Director of Aeronautics as prescribed in
statute.
Complete- The permanent Aeronautics Director was hired effective July 1, 2015.
DIVISION OF AERONAUTICS WILL:
1. Report regularly to the Office of the Executive Director including presentation of annual strategic
plan, development and review of divisional performance metrics and discussion of program
issues or policy recommendations to the CAB.
In place and ongoing- The Division Director continues to report regularly on these issues
to the Executive Director’s office. This reporting is accomplished by sharing links to
monthly CAB meeting packets, which include all issues, recommendations and metrics
reported to and/or considered by the Board. The Division continues to incorporate
CDOT’s “Three Peaks” strategic plan concept into its program initiatives. CDOT’s
Three Peaks Initiative outlines how CDOT Division efforts should contribute to a
Healthy Multi-Modal System, the leveraging of Technology and our People.
Additionally, with input from the CAB and other stakeholders, the Division continues to
refine and disseminate its monthly financial “dashboard” report, which clearly and
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succinctly articulates the Division’s current and forecasted financial position.
2. Participate in CDOT’s senior management team structure to better enable integrated multi-modal
transportation planning.
In place and ongoing- The Division Director continues to participate in person with
CDOT’s weekly Executive Management Team meetings, most often in person.

JOINTLY, OFFICE OF THE EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR AND DIVISION OF AERONAUTICS
WILL:
1. Collaborate on programmatic strategic, performance metrics and major policy recommendations
to the CAB.
In place and ongoing- The Division has been collaborating with the Executive Director’s
office as described above. Since the CAB acceptance of the Paragon External
Performance Audit report on September 9, 2015, Division staff has addressed and closed
out all 23 recommendations included in the audit report, with the final recommendations
being closed out on December 9, 2016. The Aeronautics Division and our Business
Manager continue to refine and regularly share financial “dashboard” report that clearly
and regularly communicates to CDOT and external stakeholders key Division financial
metrics and information. This report (and related CAB meeting materials) are posted
monthly on the Division’s website.

DIVISION OF ACCOUNTING AND FINANCE WILL:
1. Continue to facilitate introduction of the Aeronautics Business Office staff to Colorado State
Infrastructure Bank background information and application process.
In place and ongoing- There were no new SIB applications during this review period.
Aeronautics staff continues to promote the program to airport sponsors, and several
airports have expressed serious interest in the SIB program.
2. Strengthen the collaboration in cash management, budgeting, and forecasting by transferring the
FTE position and budget of the Aeronautics Business Office staff into DAF. The staff role and
responsibility will be consistent with a matrix management model where the staff member will
organizationally report to DAF for strategic and operational oversight, with day-to-day direction
and management from the Division of Aeronautics Director, and policy direction from the CAB.
DAF’s Chief Financial Officer and Aeronautics Director will collaborate on performance reviews
and any personnel actions, with DAF serving as the official Appointing Authority. Affected
employees will continue to be compensated from Division of Aeronautics cost centers unless
working on non-Aviation activities, which will instead be compensated from a separate CDOT
cost center. As appropriate, the staff member will co-locate between DAF and Aeronautics.
Terms of the matrix arrangement will be revisited at the end of the loan.
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In place and ongoing- The Division’s Business Manager continues to work closely with
DAF on Division financial matters. DAF’s Deputy Finance Officer has served as the
primary interface during this period, and has been in regular communication with the
Division Director on key issues, including the Business Manager’s performance
evaluations.
3. Document responsibilities of Aeronautics Business Office, once integrated into DAF processes.
Responsibilities include: setting up and monitoring the structure and funding practices of the
Division Programs; reviewing Division Program transactions and budget procedures; advising the
Division Program manager and Aeronautics Division Director on the Aviation Fund’s cash levels;
and overseeing day-to-day tasks associated with the Division Programs, including maintenance of
funding for Dye Management Group’s statement of work. Day-to-day tasks for the Division
Programs also include reporting, creation of accounts, the close process, reconciliations, and the
payment process to grantees.
In progress- The Division’s Business manager has been diligently documenting related
business processes, and has collaborated with Aero staff and DAF staff regarding revenue
forecasting, budget preparation and adjustments, and financial reporting. A detailed
financial management manual was originally complete in December 2016, and the
document has been undergoing continued refinement. The Division’s Business Manager
is also participating in CDOT’s larger business manager team meetings and Division
procurement efforts.
4. Establish the cash management and revenue forecasting models from Dye Management Group
into existing work processes and train new users to achieve fluency with the models.
Complete- The Dye consultant completed creating a cash and revenue model for use in
the Division. Both Aeronautics and DAF staff have collaborated on learning the models,
revising them as needed, and using them for the new dashboard reporting. The Division
business manager has used the DYE model as a platform in the Division’s current cash
management and revenue forecasting model, which on average this review period, has
been 96.2% accurate to actuals.
5. Communicate normal business office services, as described above, (8 a.m. to 5 p.m.) to the
Aeronautics Office through DAF Business Office.
In place and ongoing.
6. Provide Aeronautics with monthly cash management analysis, quarterly revenue forecasting
projections, and medium-term and long-term revenue trends supported by the revenue and
expenditure forecasts produced by DAF, geopolitical forecasts, and available data.
In place and ongoing- Aeronautics and DAF staff have completed several collaborative
sessions to analyze revenue-forecasting methodologies and establish future planning
assumptions consistent with cash management and revenue forecasting procedures for all
of CDOT. The result of these discussions are fully incorporated into the annual budget
planning process with OFMB and the Transportation Commission one sheet budget.
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7. Provide an annual budget recommendation, with a bi-annual update, to the Colorado Aeronautical
Board of the amount of funds available for discretionary grants over the current year and the
following five years.
In progress and ongoing- Ongoing to the CAB through Division staff.
8. Analyze the results of the Aeronautics Business Office performance audit tasked to an
independent certified public accountant in order to improve grant processes, procedures, and
financial management.
Complete- The 23 recommendations of the external Paragon Performance audit were all
closed out and/or implemented out by December 2016, 15 months after the CAB’s
original formal acceptance of the audit report.
9. Present proposals to Aeronautics that enhance revenue capacity and liquidity in future fiscal
years.
In progress- The Division, with DAF input, is finalizing a risk-based contingency
funding plan to mitigate impacts of future revenue declines. The contingency model is
planned for formal CAB approval in January 2018.
10. Provide to the CAB a recommended budget for the portion of the Aeronautics administration
budget that should be allocated to business and financial functions in the following year.
Complete- DAF collaborated with the Division and staff to revise the FY19
Administrative budget that will be presented to the CAB at their December 2017 meeting,
and will be approved at the March 2018 Transportation Commission meeting.
DIVISION OF AERONAUTICS WILL:
1. Continue to administer the Division Programs under the auspices of the Colorado Aeronautical
Board.
In place and ongoing- Division staff is continuing to administer the Division’s programs
under the CAB’s direction. These programs include, but are not limited to, the
discretionary aviation grant program, mountain AWOS system, airport internship
program, surplus airport equipment sale, USDA Wildlife Hazard Management program,
5010 airport inspection programs, statewide pavement maintenance program, and
communications and outreach.
2. Confirm the amount of annual grant awards from the Aviation Fund to CDOT staff before
presenting this information to the Board.
In progress- Division staff is currently compiling the CY2018 grant program, which is
scheduled to be presented to the CAB at its January 2018 meeting. Staff will confirm the
final amount of the CY2018 grant recommendations with CDOT prior to presentation at
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the January CAB meeting. As communicated frequently over the past 12 months, the
CY18 program will continue the $150,000 per airport grant maximum to hasten the
Division’s financial recovery, and hedge against unexpected significant downturns in
oil/fuel prices.
3. Communicate to and facilitate relationships with grantees in order to efficiently carry out
Division Program goals.
In place and ongoing- The Division Director and staff continue to improve
communications and relationships with our airport customers/grantees, and will continue
to do so going forward. Specific examples include:







The Division Director is meeting bi-monthly with the Executive Committee of
the Colorado Airport Operators Association, and individual airports as
opportunities arise.
Monthly financial information and detailed FY financial look-forwards are
posted monthly on the Division’s website.
The Division continues to publish (via live webstream, meeting venue permitted)
all CAB meetings, providing grantees and other stakeholders the opportunity to
observe CAB meetings even if they cannot attend in person. (Began September
2015)
On October 12, 2017, Division staff partnered with the FAA and grantees to hold
our third annual half day Capital Improvement Program workshop with grantees.
This event, which will be held annually in October going forward, provided an
excellent opportunity for Division staff to share current information, financial
data and grant program information directly with grantees, FAA and others. In
total, four FAA personnel, joined 70 attendees from 24 airports and ten airport
consulting firms at this well-received function. Additionally, this workshop was
videotaped and made available via the web to those who could not attend.

4. Review potential grantees and provide recommendations for approval to CAB.
In progress- As noted in number 2 above, this process is underway as of November 1,
2017.
5. Continue to maintain proper invoicing procedures with grantees and maintain project/program
manager activities (create work program, create scope of works, create shopping carts, monitor
contract progress activities, sign acceptance of work performed, etc.).
In place and ongoing- Under the guidance and expertise of Division’s Business Manager
and DAF, the Division is continuing to improve and more clearly define these procedures
and responsibilities. Many of these procedures have been refined and improved through
implementation of recommendations from of the Paragon performance audit.
Additionally, the Aeronautics Business Manager is thoroughly documenting and updating
these new processes and procedures to ensure future continuity.
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6. Collaborate with DAF to improve Division Programs processes after results of the performance
audit are presented.
In place and ongoing- As noted above, the Division worked closely with DAF and our
new Aeronautics Business Manager to address and close our all of the Paragon
performance audit recommendations within 15 months of the audit acceptance by the
CAB. Additionally, in June 2017, the CAB adopted revisions to the Division’s recently
updated and refined Programs and Procedures Manual, which can be accessed at the link
below. Division staff continues to review the manual regularly, and presents updates to
the CAB as necessary.
https://www.codot.gov/programs/aeronautics/ProgramProcManual/view
7. Utilize monthly cash management analysis and quarterly revenue forecasts provided by DAF to
plan accordingly for future Division Program needs.
In place and ongoing- The Division Director and Business Manager continue to work
with DAF staff to refine and implement Division financial forecasting models. These
models are being refined using a much broader range of information than ever before,
including industry intelligence and forecasted spot jet fuel prices, detailed DEN airline
planning information, and detailed aircraft fuel consumption forecasts to plan accordingly
for future needs. Based on current forecast model information, FY2018 Division
revenues have been revised upward from an originally forecasted $23.5 million to a
currently anticipated $25.75 million, largely due to increases in jet fuel consumption at
DEN and higher than projected oil/fuel prices.
8. Provide access to the Web-based Information Management System (WIMS) to CDOT staff as far
as is necessary to manage the financial transactions related to Aeronautics’ Programs.
In place and ongoing- Division staff has made WIMS access available as necessary, and
will continue to do so.
9. Provide financial information to DAF to be utilized for cash management system created by Dye
Management Group.
In place and ongoing- As noted above, the Division Director and Business Manager
continue to work with DAF staff to refine and improve Division financial forecasting
models.
10. Research and document a business plan to be presented to and approved by the Colorado
Aeronautical Board. The business plan will be reviewed by the CDOT Chief Financial Officer,
and include specific recommendations for future Division Program growth over the course of
two, five, and ten years.
In progress- During this term, the Division contracted for and got underway with
developing the Division’s first-ever strategic plan. This stakeholder-derived plan, which
will be complete in December 2017, has provided the CAB and Division with a detailed
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Strengths/Weaknesses/Opportunities/Threats evaluation, and updated and clearly
articulated mission, vision and values statements. Presently the Division is working with
the planning committee to develop goals and objectives to from these steps to develop a
near term work plan. Additionally, the Division is finalizing a request for qualifications
to update our Statewide Aviation System Plan and airport Economic Impact Study, which
will kick off in early CY 2018. This updated system plan will provide the CAB and
Division with a clear 5-10 year program for needed airport system improvements and
priorities. Combined with the strategic plan, these efforts will provide the Division with
a clear direction for Division growth and investment during the two, five and ten year
periods.
11. Update the Colorado Aeronautical Board with Division Program process enhancements and
forecasts.
In place and ongoing- These updates to the CAB continue as two standing items on each
CAB meeting agenda: Financial Update and the Director’s report. This information,
which is provided to the CAB in their regular board packet, is available to our
stakeholders and the public on the Division’s website at:
https://www.codot.gov/programs/aeronautics/colorado-aeronauticalboard/CABMeetingAgendas
During this period, the Division implemented a significant improvement to the excise tax
disbursement process. This improvement reduced the process from 11 steps to two,
improving efficiency for Division staff and our airports, while minimizing bureaucracy
and errors. The Division Director and Business Manager were recognized with CDOT
Innovator awards for this enhancement. Additionally, the improvement was nominated
for the Governor’s prestigious Tom Clements award.
12. Evaluate proposals presented by DAF to improve revenue and liquidity in future fiscal years.
Advise on feasibility of potential approaches to revenue generation.
In progress and ongoing- These discussions will begin in earnest over the next 6-12
months as the Division’s financial recovery approaches. The Division will work closely
with the CAB and DAF to explore and implement reserve and risk-based contingency
funds to minimize the impact of future commodity price decreases, while ensuring
funding is available to help address any unforeseen or emergency airport funding needs.
JOINTLY, DIVISION OF ACCOUNTING AND FINANCE AND THE DIVISION OF
AERONAUTICS WILL:
1. Cooperate on the goals of cash management and revenue forecasting, and coordinate the potential
uses of existing and future cash resources in the Aviation Fund that disburses grants.
In place and ongoing- This cooperation is in place and ongoing, with the assistance of
the DAF Deputy Finance Officer, Aeronautics Business Manager and DAF staff.
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2. Communicate Aviation Fund assessments and disclosures between divisions through written,
verbal, and in-person contact.
In place and ongoing- This communication is taking place through multiple means. The
Aeronautics Director and Division Business Manager and CDOT Deputy Finance Officer
have regularly scheduled meetings to discuss Division financial operations, and both the
Director and Deputy Finance Officer, along with respective staff, are engaged in frequent
written/electronic, verbal and in-person engagement. Many of the same topics are also
brought to the CAB’s attention at CAB meetings.
3. Integrate Aeronautics revenue forecasting into quarterly DAF revenue forecasting in order to
provide frequent evaluations of revenue projections and the Division Program budget to the
Colorado Aeronautical Board.
In place and ongoing- Aeronautics Division staff are working closely with DAF
personnel to integrate Division revenue forecasting into DAF’s forecasting. These
projects are now being provided as a standing agenda “Financial Update” item to the
CAB at each CAB meeting.
4. Provide all necessary materials and disclosures necessary to successfully complete the
performance audit of the Division of Aeronautics’ grant making process.
Complete- both the Aeronautics Division and DAF successfully accomplished this with
the December 2016 completion of the performance audit.
5. Together, implement those performance audit recommendations determined to be beneficial to
the grant making process or policies and procedures.
Complete- As noted previously, all 23 recommendations of the external Paragon
Performance audit were all closed out and/or implemented out by December 2016, 15
months after the CAB’s original formal acceptance of the audit report.
6. DAF and Aeronautics will work to create timelines of recurring information-sharing and
collaboration.
In progress- the Division and DAF are collaborating on a working calendar of key
financial events, and as noted above, the Aeronautics Director, Division Business
Manager and CDOT Deputy Finance Officer have regularly scheduled meetings to
discuss Division operations, and both the Director and Deputy Finance Officer, along
with respective staff, are engaged in frequent written/electronic, verbal and in-person
engagement.

JOINTLY, OFFICE OF COMMUNICATIONS AND DIVISION OF AERONAUTICS WILL:
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1. Strengthen the collaboration on public communications to ensure consistency in message and
outreach especially as related to key issues that might be impactful statewide or would be
addressed in the media.
In progress- The Aeronautics Division and Communications Office continue to
collaborate on a number of Division outreach initiatives, including increased frequency of
engagement with the Division’s stakeholders, broader social media communications, and
media releases on Division programs, such as the Remote Air Traffic Control program.
The Division continues to leverage its Mountain Wave newsletter to share information
with our stakeholders, as well as numerous personal presentations by the Division
Director.
2. Establish a matrix management of the Aeronautics Communications staff whereby the
Aeronautics Director will serve as the Appointing Authority responsible for day-to-day direction,
management and performance reviews and the Director of Communications will provide strategic
and operational guidance. The Aeronautics Communications staff will also participate in regular
Communications meetings.
In place and ongoing- The Division’s Communications Manager continues to work
closely with both the Aeronautics Director and the CDOT Communications Manager.
3. Work with Aeronautics to develop and implement an annual strategic communications plan to
include media, stakeholder and other communications to guide overall communications approach.
In place and ongoing. The Division’s communications plan includes efforts with
stakeholders through the Strategic Plan Development, regular communications with the
Colorado Pilots Association, Colorado Airport Operators Association and others.
Additionally, these efforts include ongoing Mountain Wave Newsletters, Division
CIP/Airport Workshop, numerous Division videos, and enhanced presence on Facebook,
LinkedIn, and in the near future, Twitter.
4. Provide regular proactive and responsive media relations support and outreach as well as
additional social media to include serving as the Division spokesperson for Aeronautics issues.
In place and ongoing- See number 3 above.
5. Provide regular public and stakeholder communications support in collaboration with Policy
Office.
In place and ongoing- as noted above in number four.

LIMITATIONS
Each of the signatories will conduct activities under this Memorandum of Understanding within the scope
of and to the extent authorized by their existing statutory authorities.
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This MOU is an MOU among the signatories and does not create or confer any right or benefit on any
other person or party, private or public. Nothing in this MOU is intended to restrict the authority of any
signatory to act as provided by law or regulation, or to restrict any agency from enforcing any laws within
its authority or jurisdiction.
All commitments arising from this MOU are subject to each signatory's budget priorities and the
availability and limitations on the use of appropriated funds for such purposes. Nothing in this MOU
obligates any of the signatories to expend appropriations or to enter into any contract or to incur other
financial obligations.
Nothing in this MOU supersedes information sharing requirements in U.S. law or regulation.
Nothing in this MOU impairs or otherwise affects the authority of the heads of the signatory
organizations over their organizations.
Nothing in this MOU is intended to create rights or obligations enforceable in a court of law.
Nothing in this MOU is intended to supersede the Division of Aeronautics Policies and Procedures
Manual.
EXECUTION







Affected parties must sign the MOU, which will be sent to relevant administration.
Business Office staff to begin the process of integration to DAF, while continuing to perform the
necessary functions of Division Programs at the Division of Aeronautics. Completion is
scheduled for May 4, 2015.
Specific roles and responsibilities for staff members will be identified and properly documented
by DAF, Aeronautics, Communications and Human Resources.
Exposure to Dye Management Group’s previously created cash management and revenue
forecasting models will commence for Business Office staff.
Nothing in this MOU supersedes the Division of Aeronautics Policy and Procedures manual as it
related to the Colorado Revised Statutes.

This MOU may be modified or amended by mutual consent of the key officials listed below. It is
mutually agreed and understood by all signatories that:




A signatory organization is encouraged to provide a 60-day advance written notice to the other
signatories of the intent to withdraw from the MOU in the event the loan is no longer necessary.
The MOU and all elements contained within it, including the matrix management arrangement
with staff, will be proactively revisited at the end of the loan.
No party to the MOU may unilaterally withdraw from the agreement during the loan period due
to the commitments made to the State Controller regarding the negative cash position and
negative fund balance. Based on current cash flow scenarios provided to the State Controller’s
Office as attachments to the loan application, the negative cash position could extend through
February 2019.
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The parties agree that the contract between the State Controller’s office and CDOT regarding the
negative fund balance for the loan referenced in the MOU will become “Addendum A” to the
MOU. “Addendum B” to the MOU will be the Informal Opinion of the Office of Attorney
General.

AREAS FOR SIGNATURE
_________________________________________________________________
Shailen P. Bhatt
Executive Director, Colorado Department of Transportation

_______________
Date

_________________________________________________________________
Ray Beck
Chair, Colorado Aeronautics Board

_______________
Date

_________________________________________________________________
Stanley Buck
Interim Director, Division of Aeronautics or designee

_______________
Date
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5126 Front Range Parkway
Watkins, CO 80137

TO:
FROM:
DATE:
SUBJECT:

Colorado Aeronautical Board
Bryce Shuck, Business Manager
DECEMBER 13, 2017
DIVISION FY18 FINANCIAL UPDATE

___________________________________________________________________________________________

Here is a brief overview of the financial dashboard through the end of November for
FY18.
Slide A
- Ending cash balance for November was $670,812. This is up $306,200 from
October closing balance of $364,612. This was as expected based on DEN fuel
flowage and oil prices.
- Due to a decrease in fuel flowage at DEN in October, December’s revenue will
likely be lower, so the bank balance should stay static, or increase slightly next
month.
- -We should finish in the positive at the end of each month moving forward.
We will dip into the negative at times through the next month due to
payment timings, but should close in the positive. Once we will no longer
dip into the negative, we will be able to withdraw on a permanent basis
from the MOU.
Slide B
- Our budgeted revenue for the year is $23.5M, To date we are at $11.14M of
revenue for the fiscal year. I have modified our forecasted revenue for the
fiscal year to $25.5M effective this December.
Slide C
- This slide has been modified to show the total taxes for the month, instead of
splitting out Sales and Excise taxes. We received $2.3M in revenues in
November, which was for the month of September 2017. This was down $329K
from revenues in September. Refunds totaled $1.55M for the month.
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Slide D
- This is now our Division Finance slide as a placeholder until we incorporate our
division contingency slide. This shows our current commitments in regards to
grants and statewide initiatives, as well as PRELIMINARY forecasted numbers
for future fiscal years. Please note that we have crossed the line into a positive
month end balance.
Slide E
- Gallons of fuel used at Denver International Airport for the month of November
was 35.2M gallons. In comparison, October 2017 had 37.59M gallons. November
2016 had 34.8M gallons. So year over year, there is an increase of 0.4M gallons
for a 1% increase. The December forecast for fuel flowage at DEN is 36.4M
gallons as forecasted by ASIG (DEN fuel supplier) for fuel consumption at DEN.
As a side note I believe this forecast is about 2M less than what should occur
based on historical trends in December.
Slide F
- YTD admin costs through October are $392K, which is tracking well below our
5% cap for the year of $1.3M. Current projections have our yearly admin
finishing up near the $1.0M mark
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CDOT: Division of Aeronautics
Colorado Aeronautical Board - Financial Dashboard
Reporting Month:
Data Current Through:
FY 2017 Revenue Forecast
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Cash Balance is just over 670k, which is roughly what we expected it would be. We expect this positive
balance to remain at month end, though we will dip below during the month for the short term. Next
month will likely be relatively static due to the high amount of Sales tax we will be paying, and fuel flow at

Millions
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forecast, and being confident in that trend, we are officially increasing our forecast revenue for FY18 to $25.5M

DEN being the lowest it's been in months..

from $23.5M.
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Revenue is tracking ahead of forecast at this point. Due to the amount of projected revenue being higher than
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Using this slide as a placeholder until we incorporate a contingency slide. This shows our current forecast

Nothing out of the oridinary to report.

projection now that we have crossed that threshold into positive territory.

Flowage at Denver International Airport

FY2017 Admin Budget
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Please note we have combined Excise and Sales Taxes into this slide. Expected correlation is occuring.
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Starting to see the year over year increases come down, which was inevitable. December forecast at DEN
for fuel flow is below actuals for 2016, but I have skeptism on that level, and suspect it will be very close to
last years number.

We are still tracking well underneath our projected admin costs for the year. Nothing out of the ordinary or
unusual to report. These figures DO include our staff additions for the forecasted numbers
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5126 Front Range Parkway
Watkins, CO 80137

TO:
FROM:
DATE:
SUBJECT:

Colorado Aeronautical Board
Kip McClain, Aviation Planner
December 13, 2017
Grants Administrative Update (Informational Only)

___________________________________________________________________________________________

This memo details the grants that have had or are in the process of executing
administrative amendments and/or new intern program contracts since the last CAB
meeting. Administrative amendments are typically done for grant amendments that
do not require a change in scope of work or supplemental funding.
The intern program is approved for a not to exceed amount annually in order to be
more nimble when airports are in need of an intern. The individual intern requests
are not presented to the Board; however, the staff will update the Board when funds
for this program are being requested.
Grantee: Rocky Mountain Metropolitan Airport
Grant to be contracted: 18-BJC-I01 (Internship)
Grant amount: $12,480
CAB approval: 3/8/2017 - FY18 Internship Program funding approved
Planner: Kip McClain
The Rocky Mountain Metropolitan Airport has requested $12,480 of State funding for a
new internship. This amount accounts for half of the $16 per hour salary in which the
intern will be working up to 32 hours per week during the yearlong internship. This
contract is in the execution process and the airport expects to have someone onboard
in the very near future.
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5126 Front Range Parkway
Watkins, CO 80137

TO:
FROM:
DATE:
SUBJECT:

Colorado Aeronautical Board
Kaitlyn Westendorf, Aviation Planner
December 13, 2017
MEADOW LAKE AIRPORT RUNWAY 2018/2019

___________________________________________________________________________________________

In November of 2014, the Division had just started to comprehend the full impact of
the impending reduction of the Aviation Fund. The highest priority State and local
project scheduled for the 2015 grant cycle was the rehabilitation of the main runway
at the Meadow Lake Airport (FLY). However, due to the drastic reduction in Division
revenue, the Meadow Lake airport management had to be informed that the project
would need to be delayed until the Aviation Fund recovered. This recovery was not
expected before April of 2020.
The Division is happy to announce that in collaboration between the FLY board
members, the FAA, and Division staff along with the quickly approaching Aviation
Funding recovery the Meadow Lake runway rehab project is back on the books. The
project is currently planned for design in 2018 and construction in 2019. Due to
Meadow Lake being a privately-owned NPIAS airport, they are currently only eligible
for entitlements and can only use this funding for maintenance. As a result of FAA
policy Federal Discretionary funds are not available to be used for Meadow Lake’s
runway project as they are at other airports around the state. Due to these funding
restrictions, the Meadow Lake runway will be designed and constructed solely with
state and local funds.
A benefit to not including federal funding in a project is that it relieves the
requirement be to tied to all the federal requirements. This leeway has allowed the
Division to research the possibility of using a new technology to get an
environmentally friendly, quicker, possibly less expensive runway with Cold in Place
Reclamation (CIPR). This process allows for the current asphalt to be milled, a
rejuvenating agent added and then placed into a paver that immediately repaves it
without the millings ever leaving the runway. The reclaimed asphalt is then rolled and
capped with a final lift of new asphalt. This process has been used for highways for
years and is starting to show up at a few airports around the country. This new
technology has gained enough traction that the FAA has drafted a federal specification
for the process.

5126 Front Range Parkway, Watkins, CO 80137 P 303.512.5250
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No decisions have been made yet as to if CIPR is the final answer, but early research
has everyone hopeful of the prospects.
Below is a breakdown of the funding planned for design and construction
Fede
ral

State

Local

Total

2018: Runway &
Taxiway “A”
Design

$0

$400,000

$44,444

$444,444

2019: Runway
Rehabilitation

$0

$2,200,000

$244,444

$2,444,444

$0

$2,600,000

$288,888

2,888,888

This project has been on the statewide CIP, and we have made it clear to all the
airports that the Meadow Lake runway is the Division’s first priority following
recovery. This is not an action item, but we wanted to keep you up to date on the
post recovery plans.
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November 30, 2017
From: William E. Payne, P.E.
To:
Colorado Division of Aeronautics
Section A – Blended Airspace/Remote Air Traffic Control Contract Progress Report #16
Re:

Period: November 1, 2017 through November 30, 2017

Remote Tower Project Narrative:
This month one of the primary efforts has been on the part of Searidge to develop humanmachine-interface (HMI) architecture that will be deployed at the Northern Colorado Regional
Airport (FNL). The HMI is a key element of the remote tower system, as it is the primary tool that
will be used by the controllers to observe activities on the airport surface and in the Class D
airspace. The HMI configuration will be finalized in January 2018 in preparation for the March
factory acceptance test (FAT).
The camera height at the center mast, which will support the 14 fixed video cameras providing a
360° view of the local airspace, has been finalized at 70’ above-ground-level (agl) despite the
final Searidge siting analysis supporting a lower camera height. The increased camera height is
at the insistance of the FAA. The additional camera height will provide a better view of the
airfield surface and serve as a mitigation to any objection from Air Traffic.
Searidge has delivered a set of preliminary System Operational and Functional Requirements
Documents, draft ATC Course Training Material, draft Commercial Instruction Book, and draft
Maintenance Training Material (see attachments). The System Operational and Functional
Requirements will establish the system baseline operations and functions necessary to support
the remote tower system at FNL. These documents are currently under review. Review and
comments on the operational and functional requirement was one of the major items discussed
at the technical interchange meeting (TIM)/Preliminary Design Review (PDR) held on November
29th. Several changes have been presented to Searidge for update, modification and inclusion
in the final document. Response to these comments will be necessary before the next TIM and
the Critical Design Review (CDR) meeting, which is yet to be scheduled. It is expected that the
TIM/CDR will occur in mid to late January 2018 and must be completed prior to FAT which is
scheduled for March 2018.
Inclusion of the Searidge video system to detect, designate and track non-cooperative targets
on the surface and in the Class D airspace continues to be a point of discussion. Searidge is
resisting inclusion of this function in the FNL system. It is my opinion that the ability to detect,
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designate and track targets using a video system should be considered for the FNL system
based on the following:
1. Video detection, designation and tracking will provide a method by which to alert the
controllers to the presence of a non-cooperative target and present this information to
the controller in a visual form on the video wall and the display of the pan-tilt-zoom
display located at each position. This functionality can provide valuable visual
information that the controller would not otherwise have available.
2. One of the critical tests of the system will be to determine if the system is critically
faulted or simply degraded with the loss of the track based data from Denver Tracon. If
the system is deemed to be critically faulted in the absence of track based surveillance
data, then Class D air traffic control will be rendered non-functional and the service
terminated. If the system is considered degraded under this condition, a clear
understanding of the level of service that can be provided to the users must be
developed.
My position is: If the Searidge system can be certified to deliver full Class D service without
video tracking, then I do not object to its not being a system requirement. However, should
video tracking adversely affect full Class D certification--for example, if the loss of the track
based situational awareness tool causes the system to be critically faulted and the service
terminated, then this represents a single point of failure that cannot be supported. If the system
is determined to be degraded with the loss of the track based function, then a full understanding
of the system’s capabilities and level of service under the degraded condition must be fully
understood before it can be accepted.
The NAS Change Proposal (NCP) was submitted and accepted. The NCP is necessary to
support the track based feed from Denver Tracon that will drive the critical non-federal display in
the FNL remote tower system and to allow the installation of a flight data input/output (FDIO).
The NCP will be classified as a test NCP at this stage of the program development and is
expected to be a site-specific NCP after test and certification is complete.
Meetings with the VP of the Program Management Office (PMO), Surveillance Broadcast
Services (SBS) Program Office and the NextGen Chief Scientist were held to discuss the data
feed from Denver Tracon and possible expansion of the surveillance coverage volume.
Discussions with RVA, the potential contract controller provider, to discuss the proposal to
Searidge for controllers and temporary ATCT to be used during system testing were held. A key
issue that must be addressed is the limit of liability carried by the contractor. This will affect the
airport directly. These discussions are continuing.

1.0

Program Description/Background
Phase III, remote airport traffic control tower is a unique NextGen concept that is the
logical next step from those begun in Phases I, II and III of the Colorado Surveillance
Project to enhance safety and optimize efficiency at selected Colorado airports.

Tasks:
1. Concept of Operations
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Effort this Period: The latest version of the Concept of Operation was provided by
Searidge in September. Searidge has recently produced a set of function and
operational requirements that are being reviewed by the team. These documents
were one of the main topics at the TIM/PDR held on November 29th.
The Concept of Operations will be based partially on the functional and
operational requirements Searidge produced.
2. Concept of Use
Effort this Period: This activity has not yet begun.
This activity will begin after a system has been approved. Given the dynamic
nature of the ConOps process, there may be no need for the ConUse document
as it will be folded into the ConOps as a result of the test program.
3. Safety Analysis
Effort this Period: This activity has not yet begun.
This activity cannot start until the remote tower system is installed, optimized,
and contract controllers are on the team.
4. Requirements Document
Effort this Period: The system functional and operational requirements document
produced by Searidge was discussed in depth at the TIM/PDR on November 29th
and Searidge will be modifying the document based on the review comments.
The final document will be required to support preliminary and critical design
reviews.
2.0

Project Scope

Task Narrative:
Vendor evaluation and selection.
1.

Pre-implementation – Complete.
Effort this Period: Searidge Technologies, headquartered in Ottawa, Canada,
was selected as the prime vendor to implement the Colorado Remote Tower
Project at the Northern Colorado Regional Airport. Searidge has executed the
Other Transaction Agreement (OTA).

3.0

Tasks Supporting the Scope of Work
William E. Payne serves as the Program Manager, attending all project meetings as the
technical representative for the Division of Aeronautics to ensure that the project meets
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the requirements of the Division and Colorado airports, and will monitor the project
budget as necessary.
Task Narrative:
A series of TIMs will be held in support of PDR and CDR in preparation for FAT currently
scheduled for March 2018.
The first of the TIMs was held on November 29th at FAA Headquarters. The major
discussion item was the need and efficacy of requiring the Searidge system to include
video detection, designation and tracking function.
Additional discussion items included the Searidge produced functional and operational
requirements. These requirements are at a very high level and will need further
modifications before CDR and FAT.
4.0

Pre-Implementation
Task Narrative:
Tasks:
4.1

Evaluate Searidge’s technical approach.
Effort this period: The Searidge technical approach utilizes a system distributed
camera to mitigate the risk associated with the view presented from a single
camera array. This system will provide controllers a much-improved view of the
runway environs. The two cameras located at the ends of the primary runway will
have pan-tilt-zoom cameras and fixed cameras that look up the arrival and
departure path of each runway end. These visual views will be presented to the
controller on a video wall and on a console mounted HMI. The HMI will also have
at each position a track based display that is driven by a feed from the Denver
Tracon. The track based display will greatly enhance the controller’s ability to see
traffic in the local airspace. The video and track based display will also display
tag information derived from the radar feed. This will include, but not be limited
to, Mode A ID and Mode C altitude data.

4.2

Participate in System and configuration design.
4.2.1

Review and approve the Searidge proposed system configuration.
Effort this period: A TIM/PDR was held on November 29th at FAA
Headquarters. During this meeting the system configuration including the
HMI were evaluated. The general configuration of the system is
acceptable with some modifications as required by the NextGen team.
The first draft of the Searidge functional and operational requirements
were cursorily reviewed in advance of the November 29th meeting by the
NextGen team. Several questions and suggested changes to the
documents were presented to Searidge. It is expected that Searidge will
react to the review comments and re-issue the document for final review.
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4.2.2

Attend the Post Award Conference, Preliminary Design Review (PDR),
Critical Design Review (CDR), First Article Testing (FAT) and Technical
Interchange Meetings (TIM).
Post Award Conference: Complete

4.3

Finalize the following:
4.3.1

Concept of Operations (ConOps). The ConOps is the controlling
document describing the concept of the project and methods to support
the concept.
Effort this period: The final version of Concept of Operations was
delivered by Searidge on Monday, November 27th. After a preliminary
review, some additional comments were provided during the TIM/PDR.

4.3.2

Concept of Use (ConUse) – The ConUse document describes how the
ConOps is to be used by the controllers as it relates to the Controller
Handbook (FAA Order 7110.65).
Effort this period: No activity this period.
A final determination as to whether a ConUse document will be required
will be made this month.

4.3.3

Requirements Documents (RD) – The RD describes a minimum set of
capabilities for the system, airport, changes and adaptations to existing
systems employed to support the ConOps.
Effort this period: Searidge has produced the first draft of the functional
and operational requirements which were discussed at the TIM/PDR held
on November 29th.The Searidge RD are being mapped against the
program requirements.

4.3.4

Safety Risk Management Document (SRMD) – The SRMD is the
controlling document that permits the system to be operated in the NAS,
delineating hazards and the mitigation of those hazards.
Effort this period: No activity this period.
The SRMD process will begin when the system has been installed and
adapted to the FNL environment and a Safety Risk Management Panel
(SRMP) is identified.

4.3.5

Develop System Configuration and Test Plan.
Effort this period:
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Searidge has provided a system configuration for review by the team. The
test plan will be developed by the NextGen team and Searidge in the
coming months.
5.0

Implementation:
Implementation Narrative:
Implementation/installation of the system will begin upon approval of the site survey
report and completion of the Preliminary Design Review (PDR).
Tasks:
5.1

Program meetings and associated travel.
Effort this period: Site survey was conducted the week of July 24, 2017.
Program Implementation meetings will start post review and acceptance of the
Searidge site survey report and PDR.

5.2

Vendor/FAA Site Survey
5.2.1

Attend site survey activities and review final site survey report.
Effort this period: Initial Site Survey is complete and the revised site
report has been reviewed with comments provided to Searidge.

5.2.2

Review and approve infrastructure requirements.
Effort this period: The list of infrastructure requirements developed during
the site survey is being modified to reflect system requirements and
ConOps.
Finalization of infrastructure requirements will occur after review of the
RD and system ConOpsan.
Searidge has not executed the final proposal from CH2M Hill.
At the request of Searidge, I provided comments and guidance on the
latest CH2M Hill proposal which includes design of the airfield
infrastructure, camera masts and facility remodel.

5.3

System Implementation and Equipment Deployment.
Effort this period: No activity this period.
System implementation and equipment deployment will begin after conclusion of
PDR and CDR.

5.4

Certification Criteria Development.
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Effort this period: This activity has begun. It is now anticipated to begin in
November 2017, based on acceptance of the final ConOps.
There are two primary certifications required for this project to become certified to
provide VFR control services at FNL:
 System Equipment Certification – The FAA must certify the remote tower
equipment as non-federal assets. The two major elements requiring
certification are:
o Video cameras and displays
o Track-based display
 System Functional Certification – The “system” must be certified to
provide airport traffic services.
Development of the certification criteria will commence at the completion of CDR
and PDR. Certification criteria of the equipment and function will not begin until
the Searidge system is installed and optimized.
5.5

Safety Risk Management Document (SRMD): Participate in the Safety Risk
Management Panel (SRMP) development of the SRMD.
5.5.1

Develop Preliminary Hazards Analysis (PHA).
Effort this period: No activity this period.
The PHA development will begin when the SRMP is established.

5.5.2

Develop System/subsystem Hazard Analysis (SSHA).
Effort this period: No activity this period.
The SSHA development will begin when the particular system is
determined and the SRMP is established.

5.5.3

Provide feedback to the SRMD based on PHA and SSHA compliance
with requirements.
Effort this period: No activity this period.
This task will begin during system evaluation and after the SRMP is
constituted.

5.6

System Certification: Participate in the Certification Inspection.
Effort this period: No activity this period.
System certification activities will begin at the conclusion of the testing and
evaluation period.
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5.7

Initial Operating Capability (IOC) Tasks: Attend meetings and activities leading
to IOC and meetings and activities subsequent to the Operation Readiness
Decision (ORD) and commissioning of the system.
Effort this period:

5.8

No activity this period.

Entreat the FAA to include the Northern Colorado Regional Airport’s (FNL)
acceptance into the Federal Contract Tower (FCT) Program subsequent to
certification of the remote tower system into the NAS.
Effort this period: Discussion with the FAA regarding inclusion of the Northern
Colorado Regional Airport into the FCT program is ongoing.

6.0

Project Milestones – Will correlate with FAA schedules.
Effort this period: The NextGen team has proposed high level Project milestones.

7.0

Remote Tower Project Deliverables
7.1

Site Survey and Report – Vendor
Status:

7.2

Preliminary Report has been submitted for review and comment.

ConOps – Searidge FAA NextGen-WEP&A
Status:

A draft of the ConOps has been submitted by Searidge and
remains under review by the NextGen team.
Reference discussion above.

7.3

ConUse (if required) – FAA NextGen-WEP&A
Status:

7.4

Requirements Document – FAA NextGen
Status:

7.5

The RD will be complete after the Searidge system configuration
has been accepted.

FAT and SAT reports – Vendor and FAA NextGen
Status:

7.6

The draft ConUse document is in the process of being evaluated.
The final determination if a ConUse document is required will be
made by the FAA Requirements Group. Reference discussion
above.

Awaiting final system configuration acceptance.

SRMD – FAA NextGen-WEP&A
Status:

Pending final system configuration identification.
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7.7

IOC and ORD activities – FAA
Status:

7.8

Final written project report – WEP&A
Status:

7.9

Pending project implementation.

Pending project completion.

Monthly Progress Report to the Division of Aeronautics detailing the progress on
each task and the anticipated activity moving forward.
Status:

Current and ongoing.

Section B - Unmanned Aerial Systems (UAS)
Section Narrative:
To support the request of the CDOT Right-of-Way Part 107 waiver request to operate
their UAS over an active intersection, which was originally denied, I met with the
NextGen UAS support group the week of November 27th. The NextGen UAS support
group has been conducting tests to determine the risk should a UAS impact a person or
object on the surface. This information will be used as supplemental data in support of
the waiver request.
On November 16th a meeting was held with the CDOT Region 4 Field Survey Supervisor
and the Region 4 UAS pilot to discuss their use of a UAS to map/survey portions of
State Highways in Brush and Sterling. The areas over which they wish to operate their
UAS will be closed to traffic, eliminating the need to apply for a waiver to operate over
non-participating persons. However, the areas in both Brush and Sterling are within a 5nm radius of the airports serving those two communities, requiring a waiver to operate in
the airspace. There should be no issue with obtaining these two waivers as all mitigation
measures can be met. There are two situations that will slow down the process: 1) the
UAS Pilot has not received his certificate after passing the examination; 2) the holiday
period we are entering will slow down the process.
Section C - Enhance Situational Awareness for Non-Towered Airports
Section Narrative:
A meeting with the FAA and Mitre was held the week of November 27th in support of the
continuing effort to Levels-of-Service for enhanced air traffic services for airports to
include remote towers. This project becomes more important as the certification of the
system could result in a level-of-service below Class D at FNL if the track based function
is interrupted.
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ATTACHMENTS

1.
2.
3.
4.

Preliminary Searidge Functional and Operational Requirements
Draft ATC Course Training Material
Draft Commercial Instruction Book
Draft Maintenance Training Material
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